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Small White Orchid – Pseudorchis albida by S. Rutherford
This small orchid (usually 10cm tall) is thought to be under recorded but is mainly found in Central and Western Scotland. Its tiny cream coloured, cup-like
flower heads can number up to 40 on each single spike. This one was photographed on Tromie Meadow, Insh Marshes in the Central Highlands and is found in
a meadow with several thousand fragrant orchids.

Trip to Leighton Moss
By Trish MacDuff ABNA
I have friends in Cheshire who visit Leighton Moss regularly twice a year. I must have made my extra sad “I wish I
could go” face again when they told me about their latest planned trip– they invited me along on their next visit!
We left home at 7am in an effort to avoid the worst of the Manchester commuter traffic getting to the M6. Despite
having lived only 12miles away from Manchester for seven years, the sight of so many cars at 7.30am I found quite
shocking. Four lanes of traffic in both directions, hardly moving, every slip road exit and entry, traffic queued up as
far as the eye could see! I couldn't imagine what the sight would be an hour later. I also couldn't imagine having to
make that journey on a daily basis. How soul destroying.
Anyway, that was the bad news. The good news was that we had chosen two days in May when there wasn’t a
cloud in the sky, and there was warmth in the sunshine, so we soon left the busy motorway behind and found
ourselves in the country lanes nearing Leighton Moss.
Leighton Moss was one of the first RSPB reserves, having been under their management since 1964. It is in the
village of Silverdale near Carnforth in Lancashire, not far from Morecambe Bay. It has two hides on the coastal
lagoons. The main reserve has five other hides, a nature trail, reed beds which are home to some bitterns, and
elsewhere on the reserve, a herd of red deer.
Tucked away and not signposted at all were the sea hides. Hurray for inside info. One of the hides is named after
the late local celebrity, Eric Morecambe. The first thing I noticed were the great number of avocet chicks at the
water’s edge. If you didn't know they were young avocet, you could guess their parentage very quickly by their
same distinctive gait. It wasn't many years ago I was excited to see my first avocet – and now I couldn't believe how
many chicks there were. (Later in the day we compared our birding books, all three of us had different books
published in different years. It was interesting to note how the avocet and its breeding grounds were described and
how much they have altered in recent years – my own RSPB Handbook of British Birds published 2006 describes
them as “breeding avocets largely restricted to the east coast of Britain”.) The lagoons also had many nests of gull
chicks – which I was surprised to find the chicks so pretty! There were many seabirds and waders to spot –
although the one spoonbill that was supposed to have been present had made himself scarce.

Avocet and chick by D. Farrar

Osprey by K. Pickering

Time to move on to the main reserve. After an excellent late bacon and sausage roll breakfast, it was time to see
what else Leighton Moss had in store for us. Its five hides all had different delights in store. It was the Causeway
Hide that had most action on offer, and I think we could happily have spent two whole days in there!
Breeding ospreys: at the reception we were told that chicks had hatched successfully and the osprey had been seen
at regular intervals. True enough, we didn't have long ‘til the first sighting. The osprey duly did a lap of the lake,

wings aloft and swooped. Unfortunately, he didn’t make a catch and then flew out of sight. We saw this process
about five times throughout the day, none of which he appeared to catch any fish.
Often in my experience, you see a picture or photo of a bird in a book, and you think how good it looks. You then
see it in the flesh for the first time – and are disappointed – was that it? The reverse was true for my very first
sighting of the Western Marsh Harrier. I had turned that page over many times without really looking at it. Wow!
What a fabulous bird to see in the flesh, the sheer size of it, and its lazy but elegant flight pattern. Once again, chicks
were reported to have hatched, and the male was out regularly looking for food, to support its family. It flew over
the reed beds and lake, and fields on the lookout for small birds, chicks and mammals. I was impressed by the
sheer size of this bird, similar size to a buzzard but not so chunky. It was glorious to see it in flight against the blue
sky, its wings held in a V shape whilst gliding, then dropping down into the reeds or long grass in search of prey.
We were treated to several flights at close quarters during the day.
The paths to several of the hides are flanked by reed beds. Apparently with the seasons, this changes the outlook of
the paths. In May, the reeds were about waist/shoulder height and it was still possible to see over the top of them.
In the height of summer, the reeds are above head height. Songs of different warblers, bunting etc could be heard –
but none of us could identify any specific bird. You heard the song soaring – and of course, when you stopped to
listen, all the birds became shy and wouldn't sing again. We encountered many couples stopped on the path; head
cocked to one side, all who asked “Can you see it?” It was fun to try and locate the position of the bird by its song - I
didn’t actually manage to see one!

Female reed bunting by D. Farrar

Stronger and Older than Peak and Boulder
By Megan Carroll
“I am Raven! Of the blue-black jacket and the boxer’s swagger, stronger and older than peak and boulder…” from
“Raven” by Robert Macfarlane
At the news of recently-proposed culls on ravens in Perthshire, sanctioned by Scottish Natural Heritage as an
“experiment” to see what effect this has on breeding waders, I remembered the first time I saw one. I was surprised
by the softness of its call compared to a carrion crow; it was persuasive, tender. Ravens are mighty corvids;
demigods of the uplands. If you’re hoping this article will discuss their ecology and the debate around culling in
scientific terms, I’m afraid it will disappoint – I’m simply going to present ravens as I see them.

Raven by S. Rutherford

At up to 2kg in weight and with a wingspan of up to 1.5 meters, Corvus corax is the king of crags. I am lucky enough
to see and hear them regularly in the Peak District. High limestone areas are a good place to see them, reflected in
local place names such as Ravenscliffe near Cressbrookdale and Raven Tor near Buxton – there’s also a Raven Tor
at the head of Dovedale. The ebony-and-ivory effect of inky wing against creamy stone makes them seem even
larger than they really are. In the Dark Peak, they are more troubled by persecution by gamekeepers and it’s an
honour to see them soaring over remote crags around Alport and Edale valleys.
I’ve had two close encounters with ravens. The first was near the summit of Scafell Pike, England’s highest
mountain. A raven landed on a granite boulder to my right, on whistling wings. I was delighted, but then it began to
sing. Who knew that our famously hoarse “kronking” corvids could perch on a boulder and sing for five full
minutes? It made continuous soft croaks, Rod Stewart-gravelly, lifting its face like blackbirds do when singing.
After its folk-song was finished, it raised its feet from the rock and was lifted away by the wind.

A family of Ravens on the Cliffs at Torteval, Guernsey by S Rutherford

My latest encounter was closer to home, near Chinley Churn in the Peak District. As I walked past the remains of an
old quarry, a jet-black blast of wind and feathers swooped over my head and into a nook in the crag face. It perched

on the edge of the nook, and three small bulbous heads reached towards her. I didn’t see what she was feeding the
chicks, but after this year’s long winter, it was probably carrion. The thunderstorm hues of her feathers – blue,
purple, grey – gleamed and the size of her beak told me this was definitely a raven, not a carrion crow.
Why have I chosen to ramble about ravens in this way? Odin’s companions, Hugin and Munin, were ravens – their
names mean “thought” and “memory” respectively. King Arthur returns to guide us in the form of a raven, and
famously, England is sustained by the raven’s presence at the Tower of London. Unlike the Tower ravens, though, I
believe the wings of these omnivorous, clever corvids should be left unclipped. A cull, an “experiment”, a knee-jerk
nod to the archaic ways of the game keeping community, would be a travesty, and I hope you will join me (also Dr
Mark Avery and Chris Packham) in telling Scottish Natural Heritage that we will keep our ravens, to guide, protect
and delight us: www.raptorpersecutionscotland.wordpress.com
PS: For science-y stuff about the cull, the above website gives details. Also, The Raven by Derek Ratcliffe is
comprehensive tome. It will give you all the words I haven’t used, like “apex predator”, “monogamous” and
“conservation status (green)”.
Book Review
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA
Bumblebees an Introduction

Front cover and two inside pages © Bumblebee Conservation Trust

This book published by the Bumblebee Conservation Trust (BCT) this year is a long awaited introduction to identifying
bumblebees. The information includes bee habitats, pollination, bee anatomy, and identification. The species guides are
in a section with colour edged pages denoting white tails, red tails, ginger tails and cuckoo bees to aid ease of use. Each
species gives clear identification features, where and when to see it and how to recognize it with diagrams and
photographs.
Bumblebees can be difficult to identify unless you are studying them in more depth, and this book will help every
naturalists with their identification as you can see from the scanned pictures.
I would definitely recommend it. It can be purchased from the BCT website ISBN: 978-0-9957739-0-5

Entomology Corner
What’s that Bee?
By Catherine Artindale
Wandering around the natural world in the summer I'll often yell "hoverfly" and then Mark will investigate and say
"no it's a bee."He will quite often yell "bee" and I'll go to investigate and say "no it's a hoverfly!" We have got quite
used to the fact that so many hoverflies mimic bees and without a closer look it's easy to be fooled....
However a recent trip to the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust Snakeholme Pastures reserve in East Yorkshire revealed
another mimic that neither of us had seen before. I thought I had spotted a common carder - one of the bumblebee
species - and went to investigate. The creature I was looking at was most peculiar and certainly not a bee but not a
hoverfly either. Its face was deeply buried in the flower it was feeding on and I managed just one photograph
before it flew away and I thought no more of it except that I would look it up at the end of the day. Looking it up
later I failed to find any fly that resembled what we had seen but it struck me that the eye and the antenna looked
like a butterfly. Mark then remembered that there is a bee hawk-moth, and we thought that this is what it was, its
mimicry so good that it took a very close look to realise it was not a carder bumblebee. However, Steve was a ‘bit
foxed’ by my photo and thought the antennae, eyes and feeding style was wrong. The specialist entomologists at
Yorkshire Wildlife Trust resolved the riddle – it was a sawfly! A bee mimic, Trichiosoma tibiale or Trichiosoma
lucorum as the photo was not detailed enough to be sure, but quite a scarce insect as not many records exist, and
not a species many are particularly familiar with.
Shortly after the riddle was resolved, Pauline and Steve saw one on their holiday in Galloway, so maybe it is a
question not so much of being very scarce but not often noticed, as presumed to be a carder bee!
So do take a close look at those bumblebees, as not only could they be a hoverfly, they could be a moth, or even a
sawfly!

Sawfly – Trichiosoma at Snakeholme Pastures. By C. Artindale

Editor’s note: on Eakringbirds.com website, it says Trichiosoma tibiale has dark tibia and Trichiosoma lucorum has
light coloured tibia, this looks like dark to me so based on that I would suggest it is L. tibiale

All Things are Connected
By Christine Fitt
The strangest sources can throw up amazing links. The facts in this piece were thrown up by an article in Bob’s
Engineering & Technology magazine. The story is one I have known for a long time…
Once upon a time, in a remote part of Africa, the local head man was having trouble sleeping. Numerous frogs
inhabited the nearby marshes and although the sound of a single frog’s gentle croaking was not in itself much of a
problem, the cacophony created by the evening frog chorus was having a dangerous effect on the head man’s temper.
He stomped to the doorway of his dwelling and roared into the darkness: “Quiet! I demand silence and I order that ALL
FROGS cease this sound immediately!”
Unsurprisingly the frogs, who were not accustomed to taking orders from anyone, carried on singing.
As day broke, the head man – irritable through lack of sleep - called all the villagers together. “The frogs have
disobeyed me. For this traitorous behaviour they will now die. Therefore, all of you – every man, every woman and
every child – are to gather together whatever sticks and tools you need, go into the marshes and kill every frog that
lives there. This night, if I hear even ONE frog make a sound, my vengeance will be turned upon this village!”
Fearful for their own lives the villagers hurried off towards the marshes to complete their terrible task. The head man
watched them go, a satisfied smirk upon his face. But then a voice made him spin around, and there, gazing at him
with an expression of immense sadness upon her face, was the ancient wise-woman. “Destruction will follow on the
heels of your folly, “she said, “For All Things Are Connected.” And she turned and walked slowly away, leaving the head
man staring after her, mystified.
That night the area was engulfed by an unnatural silence. Without the sound of the frogs to lull them to sleep the
villagers were restless and fretful. The head man, however, enjoyed an excellent night’s sleep, and congratulated
himself upon his wise decision.
Several days later, however, a very much less welcome, high-pitched buzzing sound was heard by the villagers.
Mosquitoes! Thousands of them, darting through the village, swarming through the houses, overrunning the stables
and barns, biting young and old, humans and animals, spreading fear and disease in their wake.
The head man ordered the villagers to take up their tools and sticks once again and go into the marshes to kill all the
mosquitoes. They tried, but success was never going to be possible. The numbers were just too great, and without the
frogs to eat the mosquito larvae the problem multiplied, the suffering spread, and one night the villagers quietly took
their children, animals and possessions, and left that area, never to return, leaving the head man to face the
mosquitoes alone.
Only now did he understand the wise-woman’s words: “All things are connected.”
Move forward many miles and lifetimes to China, 1958, nine years after the establishment of the People’s Republic;
this was the year of and Mao Zedong’s “Four Pests” campaign.
The four pests deemed to be harmful to China’s newly introduced collective agricultural policy were mosquitoes,
rats, flies … and sparrows.
The Eurasian Tree Sparrow (Passer montanus) was a common sight in China at that time, but their fondness for
including grain in their diet was about to become their downfall.
Chinese scientists had calculated that each sparrow ate 4.5kg of grain each year, and that the grain eaten by 1
million sparrows would feed 60,000 people.
Conclusion? The sparrows had to go!
Schoolchildren, office workers, factory workers, farmers and soldiers alike were mobilised into a national antisparrow militia. A local Shanghai newspaper reported: “In the city and the outskirts, almost half of the labour force
was mobilised into the anti-sparrow army. Usually, the young people were responsible for trapping, poisoning and
attacking the sparrows while the old people and the children kept sentry watch. In the parks, cemeteries and hot
houses where there are fewer people around, 150 free-fire zones were set up for shooting the sparrows. The Nanyang
Girls Middle School rifle team received training in the techniques for shooting birds. Thus the citizens fought a total
war against the sparrows. By 8pm tonight, it is estimated that a total of 194,432 sparrows have been killed.”

Chinese poster 1959, depicting sparrow-shoot
©www.chineseposters.net
The nation was on the rampage. Nests, eggs and chicks were destroyed, and sparrows fell from the sky, dying from
exhaustion because people drove them from their roosts, thereby depriving the birds of rest. This policy was not
rescinded until late 1959, by which time the Eurasian tree sparrow population had been decimated, and the
absence of these birds was undoubtedly a major factor in the upsurge in insect populations and the resultant
nationwide crop devastation.
The “Great Sparrow Campaign”, as it became known, linked with policies such as widespread deforestation and
pesticide/poison misuse to create an ecological imbalance credited with exacerbating the Great Chinese Famine
(1959-61), in which up to an estimated 45 million people died due to starvation.
Even for a country as vast as China 45 million deaths is an unbelievably HUGE number, and it is small wonder that
Chinese government officials at all levels were eager to cover up the ‘real’ story. Perhaps they might not agree with
me that ‘for want of a sparrow, a kingdom was (almost) lost’, but it cannot be denied that they had certainly learned
the truth of the wise-woman’s words: “All things are connected.”
An Elephant in the Fridge!
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA
“An elephant in the fridge? It must be a very large fridge!” I can almost hear you saying that, but which elephant?
It was at the end of August last year we acquired our visiting elephant. Of course it’s not a real elephant but the
moth variety, and we were given it by Luke the manager of the Family Farm at Wentworth, apparently a visitor to
the farm had brought it in and said it was in the middle of a path and she didn’t want it to get stood on.
We brought it home and found a large plastic jar, put some twigs and willow herb leaves in and waited. It seemed
to wander round and round without eating anything, but pooing.....a lot! I later found out the caterpillar was ready
to turn into a cocoon and this pooing was emptying its body so it didn’t cause problems during the change. After a
couple of days it had buried itself in the middle of the leaves, and having read up about the species we guessed it
was transforming so left it undisturbed for two weeks for the cocoon case to harden. Then I carefully removed it
from the leaves and placed it in a small clear pot with cotton wool in it. It was no use trying to hatch it as it was too
close to winter and it wouldn’t survive, so it was recommended we keep it in the fridge until spring. We saw it
every time we opened the fridge and it looked fine, every now and then I would touch it and it would flick its tail to
show it was still alive.

Caterpillar

Photos by P. Rutherford

Cocoon

On 6th May I brought it out of the fridge, I put some sterile soil in the base of the clear plastic jar with a large twig
and put the cocoon onto the surface of the soil. I sprayed the soil with water and covered the top with a fine
gardeners mesh to prevent any other insects getting in which could affect it. I had done my homework and trawled
through books, and the internet for advice and information and knew I had to keep it warm, out of direct sunlight
and spray with a little water every day. I thought it would emerge within a couple of days and couldn’t find any
information to say otherwise. So, I watched it and nothing happened. I kept this up for three weeks! Then,
yesterday 25th May, after nearly nine months in my fridge and in the jar, it came out....when I wasn’t looking!!! And I
found it on the twig drying its wings. I was really disappointed because it is a fantastic transformation and I wanted
to photograph it, but that wasn’t to be. When it emerges it looks like it has no wings as they are rolled up along its
back, hence the need for a perch so it can crawl up and uncurl them while they dry. Is it male or female? You
decide, there is very little difference between the sexes.

Newly emerged moth
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empty cocoon

My moth chose the wettest day it could to come out and I didn’t want to release it into wet foliage so I kept it
overnight, with a piece of orange in the jar in case it needed food. This is what is recommended when hand-rearing
moths.
The following day after a photo shoot in the afternoon, the moth was released that night at dusk in our garden, it
warmed its wings up on my hand, had a wee (think that was a thank you!) and flew away. We know it will be ok as
we have caught elephant hawk moths when we moth trap at this time of year. The adult moths feed on plants like
honeysuckle and lay eggs on willow herb which is what the caterpillar feeds on and we have both of those plants
nearby. Maybe we will see it again.....

In the garden Photos by P. Rutherford

Free! Photo by S. Rutherford

A View from a Comfy Chair
By the Chairman
The BNA is different. It has no nature reserves and no paid staff. We don’t ask people to come and give us talks on
the birds that they have seen or the work of their organisation. So, what do we do? We explore the British
countryside and learn together to look at the nature that it holds and we encourage people to develop their skills
and recognise them for the work that they do. And this ethos can be seen in the writings here in this publication.
With a visit by Trish to Leighton Moss, Megan telling us about her fascination with the magnificent ravens and
Catherine letting us see a little into her understandings and development of her bee studies. But throughout these
writings there is an underpinning knowledge that each writer has show and a willingness to research the subject,
not only with natural history snippets, but delving into literature for the poetic sense that nature can give. This too
is seen as a total package in Chris Fitt’s “All Things are Connected”. The idea, too, of trips like the recent visit to
Brightlingsea is to open up and expose the group to new habitats and species, and to have experts with the caliber
of Roger Tabor and Dr Tim Gardiner to help is it any wonder that the group is developing at such a pace. Definitely
a natural history course and not a holiday, so, a huge thank you to Roger and Tim for giving us their time and
expertise.
On a personal development point I had the pleasure of meeting up with class 9 and 10 at Thorpe Hesley School this
month to help them develop an area of their ground to make it nature friendly. We had great fun bug hunting to
find out what was in the bushes and long grass before they started improving the site and also building a bug house
to provide a safe place for the bugs to live. Again working with children and allowing them to get hands on with
nature is something that we have developed as a group, and so we will be bug hunting again this summer with
children at Wentworth Garden Centre.

A Trip to the Seaside
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA

Bateman’s Tower from the ferry
By P. Rutherford

At the end of June 15 of us set off for a visit to Brightlingsea in Essex for four days of Natural History. We arrived at
the meeting point – Bateman’s Tower Cafe, on a hot, sunny day, knowing the weather was due to be like this for our
whole visit, and immediately started on the ice creams!
We visited the Lozenge first, which is a community nature reserve run by the council. As usual there were lots to
distract us on the walk to the Lozenge – green woodpecker, house sparrows, coastal plants including sea bind weed
and common mallow, but we finally got there. One of the first discoveries was a (dead) water shrew with its typical
black velvet coat with white underneath, white tufty ears and hairy feet to help when it is in water. Shrews don’t
have a long life and maybe the heat or old age got to this one. But it meant we could all have a good look at it. By
this time Roger Tabor (who lives in Brightlingsea) had arrived and wanted to show us a special plant to the area –
Dittander, he soon had us all eating the leaves which taste of horse radish and used to be grown as a peppery herb!

Water shrew

By P. Rutherford

sea bindweed

Time was getting on so we headed to our guest houses to check in before meeting for a meal in the evening.

Next day was going to be a full one with walks planned for morning and afternoon. We started with Tim Gardiner a
fellow of the BNA who lives in the area, leading us along the sea wall, where he is doing research into bees with the
Environment Agency, he was joined by his intern - Kimberley. There was so much to see including 3 species of
bramble, skylarks and meadow pipits singing everywhere, Cetti’s warbler and sedge and reed warblers joining in.
Grasshoppers – another specialty of Tim’s, were buzzing all over the grasses including long winged coneheads,
field and meadow grasshoppers and Roesel’s bush crickets. The roesels are lovely to see as they are green/brown
and have a cream margin to the pronotum, they have quite small wings too but Tim told us an interesting fact
which is in years where there are high numbers of roesels, they produce long wings to allow them to fly and
disperse to other areas.

Kevin, Rachel and Roy with Tim looking for grasshoppers
By S. Rutherford

The group with Tim Gardiner and his assistant Kimberley
By P. Rutherford

After lunch (at Bateman’s of course) we walked to the salt marshes to join Roger Tabor who was leading us around
them. Salt marshes are coastal wetland areas which flood and drain on each tide. They are special habitats for
plants and insects such as sea asters, marsh samphire and sea purslane, all of which are edible. Roger also
explained about the oyster beds and how they grow them on, with the saltiness in the water giving them their
unique flavour, although the oysters aren’t farmed here now they were a big industry in days gone by.

Roger Tabor in the salt marshes by D. Farrar

It had been a long hot day and fish and chips were calling!

The next day we headed over to Mersea Island on the foot ferry. It’s only a small ferry so three of us waited for it to
return and while waiting for the ferry I noticed a chafer beetle had hitched a list on our rucksack, it was a Summer
Chafer Beetle. This is smaller than the cock chafer and doesn’t have a pointed tail. Once we had joined the rest of
the group, we walked along the shingle beach to a sandy cliff area which Catherine and Mark knew was good for
mining bees, and Mark was brilliant at catching them! We found about six different species and Catherine’s
favourite the bee wolf! This is one of the largest solitary wasps in Britain up to 17mm, and it has broad yellow
stripes on the abdomen, a brown area at the back of the head and yellow legs.
After lunch we walked to the meadow area to sweep for grasshoppers. Rachel is very good at catching them, but we
also caught soldier beetles and ladybirds too.
After an hour or so here we headed for the return ferry to arrange an evening meal. Brightlingsea has many pubs
and restaurants to choose from and tonight we were going for Thai.

The “expert” bee catcher and a yellow-legged mining bee
By P. Rutherford

Our last day and after a lie in we checked out after breakfast and headed back to Bateman’s. We were going to walk
the sea wall again as there was something special we wanted to find.
I thought we could get straight off along the sea wall, but Catherine had other ideas and insisted on coffee! The
reason for the coffee became apparent as she had arranged for a photograph of Brightlingsea Creek (taken and
framed by her sister Liz) to be presented to me as a memento, from everyone there! Steve also received a gift of a
mug with a picture of an engraving done by Thomas Bewick; these gifts were in appreciation of everything we had
done in arranging this trip! What a lovely surprise!
With that we set off on our quest. With the previous walk led by Tim we had only caught an instar of this species
(although a female was heard we couldn’t locate it) and we really wanted a fully grown one. It was the Great Green
Bush Cricket! A monster about 2 – 2 ½ inches long, bright green with an orange/brown stripe on top of the head.
After about an hour it was caught with a group effort – Mark had his bat detector trained on the sound (using a bat
detector picks up the noises a grasshopper or cricket makes which is useful as most adults can’t hear this sound),
Kevin had a large pot ready and Roy was pointing out where it was “No it’s to the left!” said Roy, “Oh! Its moved,
there it is quick catch it!” and Kevin deftly caught it!
With all that excitement we needed….a coffee! So back to Batemans for the last time, and to get a good look at
“Little Kevin” as we had christened the cricket!
As during the whole of the time in Brightlingsea I was “tweeting” some of the highlights and this memorable find
had to be tweeted! We wanted Tim to see we had caught it, so was trying to get a photograph which would upload
through my phone to our twitter account (all this techno social media stuff – didn’t know I had it in me!) my phone
isn’t the best for this so Roy and I disappeared along the sea wall path to get an “au natural” photo, I am sure you all
know how much Roy likes being “Au Natural”!!

Great green bush cricket – nicknamed “Little Kevin”
Photo by K. Hinchcliffe

Au Natural !
Photo by P. Rutherford

With that final find it was time to head home back to Yorkshire. It was a fantastic few days with so much to offer
which is different from our usual habitats here at home, can’t wait for the next visit!
Coming up……



August 11th, visit to Adwick Washlands looking at the birds and wild flowers. Meet in the car park at Old
Moor at 10am (please car share where possible as the car park at Adwick is small)
September 8th, visit to Sprotbrough Flash Woodlands for late summer flowers and birds. Meet in the car
park on Nunnery Lane at 10am (again there’s limited parking so car share is essential)

Copy date for the Autumn Newsletter 1st October, please send me your articles, book reviews etc
prutherford161@btinternet.com

